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Abstract 

 

OFDM is a fast growing technology in the area of wireless communication due to its numerous 

advantages and applications. The current and future technologies in the area of wireless 

communications like WiMAX, WiFi, LTE, MBWA and DVB-T use the OFDM signals. The 

OFDM technology is applicable to radio communication as well as acoustic communication.  

Though the licensed spectrum is intended to be used only by the spectrum owners, Cognitive 

radio is a concept of reusing this licensed spectrum in an unlicensed manner.  Cognitive radio is 

motivated by the measurements of spectrum utilization. Cognitive radio must be able to detect 

very weak primary users signal and to keep the interference level at a maximum acceptable level. 

Hence spectrum sensing is an essential part of the cognitive radio. Spectrum is a scarce resource 

and spectrum sensing is the process of identifying the unused spectrum, without causing any 

harm to the existing primary user’s signal. The unused spectrum is referred to as spectrum hole 

or white space and this spectrum hole could be reused by the cognitive radio. 

This thesis work focuses on implementing primary acoustic transmitter to transmit the OFDM 

signals from a computer through loudspeaker and receive the signals through a microphone. 

Then by applying different detection methods on the received OFDM signal for detection of the 

spectrum hole, the performance of these detection methods is compared here. The commonly 

used detection methods are power spectrum estimation, energy detection and second–order 

statistics (GLRT approach, Autocorrelation Function (ACF) detection and cyclostationary 

feature detection). The detector based on GLRT approach exploits the structure of the OFDM 

signal by using the second order statistics of the received data. The thesis is mainly focuses on  

GLRT and ACF based detectors and compare their performance. 
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 
The current technologies for information exchange such as Wireless Fidelity  (WiFi), Worldwide 

Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), Wireless Local Area Network, Mobile 

Broadband Wireless Access (MBWA), Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T) and 

Long Term Evolution (LTE). They have one common feature which is Orthogonal Frequency 

Division Multiplexing (OFDM). The OFDM technology is used for radio communication as well 

as acoustic communication. In the later case it is named as acoustic OFDM. There are numerous 

advantages and applications of using the OFDM. Some of the advantages are robustness against 

multi path propagation, better resistant to frequency selective fading, and providing higher data 

rates [1].  

An acoustic OFDM system is the transmission of OFDM signal into air (or water) with the help 

of a transmitter such as a loudspeaker. On the receiver side, the signal is received by a 

microphone and after OFDM demodulation, original information is retrieved. Acoustic OFDM is 

mostly applied in underwater applications for information exchange, for example in the short 

distance communication between different hulls [2]. 

Cognitive radio is a transceiver which automatically changes transmission or reception 

parameters in a way such that the entire communication network of nodes communicates 

efficiently by avoiding interference with licensed or licensed exempt users. This is a new idea of 

reusing the licensed spectrum in an unlicensed manner [3]. The main functions of cognitive radio 

are spectrum sensing, spectrum management, spectrum mobility and spectrum sharing.  

The electromagnetic radio spectrum is a natural resource, the use of this radio spectrum by the 

transceivers is licensed by governments. The utilization of electromagnetic radio spectrum leads 

to think in terms of spectrum holes. The spectrum hole is a band of frequencies that are assigned 

to the primary users but at a particular time and geographic locations that band is not utilized by 

that primary user. The main aim of spectrum sensing is the detection of spectrum holes in an 

efficient way and sharing the unused spectrum without causing significant interference to the 

primary users.  In other words, the task of spectrum sensing is to distinguish signal samples that 

contain only noise from samples that contains a potentially very weak signal embedded in noise 

[4]. 

Acoustics is the study of all mechanical waves in gases, liquids, and solids including vibration, 

sound, ultrasound and infrasound. The mechanical wave is produced when a physical object 
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vibrates rapidly, disturbs nearby air molecules and generates compression waves that travel in air 

in all directions away from the source to receiver is called acoustic communication. Figure 1 

explains the spectrum sensing of an acoustic OFDM model. 

 

Figure 1: Simple model for spectrum sensing of an acoustic OFDM signal. 

In this thesis, the data is modulated by using OFDM technology and thereby converted from a 

baseband signal to a passband signal. This passband signal is transmitted by the speaker through 

an acoustic channel. The transmitted signal is received through a microphone. The received 

signal is converted from a passband to a baseband signal and the detection methods [5] and [6] 

are used for detection of an acoustic OFDM signal. 

Cyclic prefixing (CP) is the process of inserting last few samples of a frame infront of it. This 

property exploits the structure of OFDM signal and this property is useful in the detection of an 

acoustic OFDM signal.  

1.1 Problem formulation 
The intention of the thesis is to show a demo for spectrum sensing detection methods proposed in 

[5] and [6] with the help of Matlab. The work in this thesis consists of a design of an acoustic 

OFDM system using a loudspeaker as a transmitter and a microphone as a receiver. The received 

signal from the microphone is sent to a spectrum sensing detector. We try to compare the 

performance of two spectrum sensing detection methods, namely Generalized Likelihood Ratio 

Test (GLRT) based detection and Auto Correlation Function (ACF) based detection. This thesis 

is implemented using Matlab-2012a software. 

The main components of this thesis work are as follows. 

 Design of OFDM signal and transmission through a loudspeaker, 

 Reception of the signal through a microphone  

 Sensing of an acoustic OFDM signal  

 Creating a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the spectrum sensing of an acoustic OFDM 

signal. 

 Evaluation of the detection performance of the detectors of [5] and [6]. 
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1.2 Outline 
Chapter 2 explains the history of OFDM technology, saving of the bandwidth by using OFDM 

and the significance of OFDM. In addition, the implementation of OFDM by using Inverse Fast 

Fourier Transform (IFFT), the purpose of the CP in OFDM, OFDM system model, advantages 

and disadvantages. 

Chapter 3 describes the detection methods, mainly focusing on ACF and GLRT based detection 

methods and also gives the mathematical equations for the detection methods. 

Chapter 4 explains the implementation of the thesis work and creation of GUI for demonstration 

of the thesis work. It includes Modulation, OFDM implementation, frequency conversion, 

transmission of passband signal through acoustic channel, design of the receiver and back 

converts to baseband signal. 

Chapter 5 explains the simulation results of the thesis work based on the implementation. 

Chapter 6 gives conclusion of the thesis and directions for the future work. 
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Chapter 2 

2 OFDM 

2.1 History 
During the past few years, the demand for services using wireless communications has seen an 

unprecedented growth. The exponential growth in Wireless Broadband Multimedia 

Communication Systems (WBMCS) is also anticipated within both public and private sectors 

[7].  

 In wireless communications, the received signal contains not only a direct line of sight wave, but 

also contains a large number of reflected radio waves. These reflected waves are the result of 

reflections from terrains. These reflected waves act as interference to the direct wave and cause 

Intersymbol Interference (ISI). This will result in degradation of the network performance. 

Broadband multimedia communication systems require high data rate transmission in the order 

of several hundreds of megabits per second.  To overcome ISI, one can use adaptive equalization 

techniques. However, with demand for such high data rates use of compact and low cost 

hardware for equalization is not available. To overcome the multipath fading environment with 

low complexity and achieve high data rates for WBMCS, OFDM can be used as a modulation 

technique. The main advantage of OFDM is that it reduces the influence of multipath fading and 

makes the complex equalizers unnecessary.  

2.2 Introduction 
OFDM is a multicarrier transmission technique. In a single carrier system, because of the fading 

or interference, entire link fails. Whereas by using OFDM, only a small percentage of the 

subcarriers will be affected due to frequency selective fading or interference. In parallel-data 

system, the entire frequency is divided into N nonoverlapping frequency subchannels, each 

subchannel is modulated with a separate symbol and then N subchannels are frequency 

multiplexed. Nonoverlapping of subchannels leads to avoidance of interchannel interference, but 

it consumes a lot of spectrum. The wastage of spectrum can be overcome by introducing OFDM 

concept and each carrier in OFDM is orthogonal to others carriers. Figure 2 shows the difference 

between the conventional non-overlapping multicarrier technique and the overlapping 

multicarrier technique. It can be seen from the figure 2 that a lot of spectrum is saved with 

overlapping technique [1]. 
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Figure 2: (a) Conventional non overlapping multicarrier technique, (b) Conventional 

overlapping (orthogonal) multi carrier technique 

 

To arrange the carriers in an OFDM signal such that the sidebands of the individual carriers 

overlap and the signals are still received without adjacent carrier interference. To do this the 

carriers must be mathematically orthogonal. OFDM is a multicarrier transmission technique for 

either wired or wireless communication, where a single large data stream is transmitted over a 

number of lower data rate subcarriers. The basic idea behind the OFDM is using a large number 

of parallel narrow-band sub carriers instead of a single wide-band carrier for transport of 

information from sender to receiver. The subcarriers are made orthogonal to each other by 

appropriately choosing the frequency spacing between them.  

2.3 Significance of Orthogonality 
OFDM is a special case of frequency division multiplexing. OFDM is multi-carrier modulation 

and the carriers taken are orthogonal to each other. OFDM distributes the available bandwidth 

among a large number of narrow band subcarriers that are mathematically orthogonal. This 

orthogonality property ensures compact spectral utilization and at the same time prevents 

interchannel interference. Frequency selective fading occurs when particular frequencies are 

either amplified or attenuated due to the channel frequency response. In conventional single 

carrier modulation the whole symbol is affected but in OFDM which is a multi-carrier 

modulation technique only particular subcarrier symbols are lost. Another advantageous feature 

of an OFDM system relates to its ease of implementation. This refers to the fact that modulation 

can be performed digitally by Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) which can be 

Ch1 Ch2 Ch3 Ch4 Ch5 Ch6 Ch7 Ch8 

Frequency  

Frequency 

Saving in Bandwidth 
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implemented very efficiently as an IFFT. So, the entire modulation is done by the IFFT Block 

and this reduces the need of multiple carrier generators. Obviously, the Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) Block fills in for the corresponding demodulator at the receiver end. 

The advantage of OFDM is reduced if the orthogonality cannot be maintained between the 

subcarriers of the OFDM system. The concept of orthogonality allows the carriers to be 

distinguished from others on the receiver side. The carriers are separated by an interval of 1/T, 

where T is the duration of an OFDM symbol.   

2.4 IFFT modulation 
Frequency division multiplexing extends the concept of single carrier frequency by using 

multiple subcarriers within the same channel. The total data rate sent in the channel is divided 

between the various subcarriers. The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and IDFT Transform are 

used in the OFDM system but in practice the DFT and IDFT are implemented with FFT and 

IFFT blocks respectively. The IFFT block takes the frequency domain data and converts into 

time domain data. The IFFT takes in N symbols at a time, where N is the number of subcarriers 

in the system. Each of these N input symbols has a symbol period of T seconds. Recall that the 

basis functions for an IFFT are N orthogonal sinusoids. Each of these sinusoids each has a 

different frequency. Each input symbol acts like a complex weight for the corresponding 

sinusoidal basis function. Since the input symbols are complex, the value of the symbol 

determines both the amplitude and phase of the sinusoid for that subcarrier. The IFFT output is 

then summed over all N sinusoids. Thus, the IFFT block provides a simple way to modulate data 

onto N orthogonal subcarriers. The block of N output samples from the IFFT make up a single 

OFDM symbol. The length of the OFDM symbol is NT, where T is the IFFT input symbol period 

mentioned above. 

2.5 Cyclic Prefix 
OFDM transmits the data in blocks/frames (let us consider one symbol at a time) through a 

transmission channel. The received signal contains direct path as well as multi-path components. 

This leads to interference between the data blocks. This type of interference is called inter-block 

interference. This will result in ISI by overlapping of one symbol on other symbol. In order to 

overcome this interference, one can introduce a silent period between transmitted OFDM 

symbols. This silent period is known as zero prefix and it contains zero samples added in front of 

every OFDM symbol. The zero padding will destroy the periodicity of the carriers which is 

useful for proper reconstruction of a signal using DFT at the receiver side. CP is introduced to 

overcome the effect of zero padding. In CP, the last few samples of the OFDM symbol are 

inserted before the OFDM symbol [8]. The CP duration must be equal to or greater than the 

multipath delay or channel impulse response to avoid ISI. The benefit of CP in mathematical 

language is that, the convolution between the data block and the channel impulse response is 

transformed into a circular convolution operation [8], because of which the channel equalization 

on the receiver side becomes simple. 
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2.6 OFDM System Model 
Figure 3 illustrate a simple OFDM system model from the transmitter side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The OFDM system model consists of modulation/demodulation, parallel/serial and 

time/frequency conversions. Consider that the information data is in form of bits.  These bits are 

coded using channel coding methods such as block code, convolution code or turbo code. The 

encoding bits are mapped onto a signal constellation diagram by using different digital 

modulation methods like Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK), Quadrature Phase Shift Keying 

(QPSK) or Quadrature Amplitude Modulation. This modulated data is converted from serial to 

parallel and processed by IFFT to form an OFDM symbol. The purpose of the IFFT is to provide 

orthogonality among the subcarriers and to convert signals from frequency domain to time 

domain. The CP is introduced in order to eliminate ISI and inter block interference. CP is the 

process of inserting the last few samples of every frame infront of it. For long range 

communication, the complex baseband transmission is not suitable and hence the baseband 

signal is converted to passband signal. 

At the receiver side, the passband signal is converted back to a baseband signal. After 

downconversion of the passband signal, convert the serial baseband signal to parallel form. Then 

the CP is removed and the resultant signal is demodulated using FFT. Again the demodulated 

signal is converted from parallel to serial form and demodulated. Finally, the original signal is 

obtained through the channel decoding. This is a general procedure to obtain the original signal. 

But in this thesis, we will consider only conversion of passband to baseband and apply the 

detection methods [5] and [6]. Figure 4 explains general OFDM block diagram at the receiver 

side. 
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Figure 3: OFDM System model block diagram from transmitter side 
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2.7 Advantages 
One of the main advantages of OFDM techniques is in term of practical implementations that it 

enables channel equalization in the frequency domain, thus eliminating the need for potentially 

complex time domain equalizers. 

The advantages of OFDM are 

 Easy to implement using IFFT/FFT 

 High spectral efficiency 

 Robustness against Inter-Channel Interference, Inter-symbol Interference and fading 

caused by the multipath channel 

 Simple and effective channel equalization in frequency domain 

 By dividing the channel into narrowband flat fading subchannels, OFDM is more 

resistant to frequency selective fading than single carrier systems. 

 

2.8 Disadvantages  
The disadvantages of OFDM are  

 OFDM signal has a noise like amplitude with a very large dynamic range, it requires 

RF power amplifiers with high Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR). 

 The high PAPR increases the complexity of the Analog-to-Digital (A/D) and Digital-

to-Analog (D/A) converters. 

 The high PAPR lowers the efficiency of the power amplifiers. 

  PAPR is high 

Passband to 

baseband 

Serial to 

parallel 

converter 

FFT 

demodulator  

Cyclic 

prefix 

extraction 

Parallel to 

Serial 

converter 

Decoding & 

demodulation 

Symbols 

Estimated 

Figure 4 OFDM System model block diagram from the receiver side 
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 High power transmitter amplifier are need for linearization 

 Low noise receiver amplifiers need large dynamic range 

 Capacity and power loss due to guard interval 

 Bandwidth and power losses due to the guard interval can be significant 

 The guard interval consumes 20% of the bandwidth 

 

2.9 Spectrum Sensing  
Cognitive radio is a radio or system that sense its operational electromagnetic environment and 

can dynamically adjust its radio operating parameters to modify system operation, such as 

maximize throughput, mitigate interference, facilitate interoperability, access secondary 

markets[9]. One of the main aims of the cognitive radio is to utilize the locally unused spectrum 

and provide new paths for spectrum access. In cognitive radio terminology, primary users are the 

users who have higher priority rights on the usage of a specific part of the spectrum and on the 

other hand secondary users are users which have lower priority and utilize the spectrum in such a 

way that they don’t cause interference to primary users. The secondary users need cognitive 

radio capabilities, such as sensing the spectrum reliably to check whether it is being used by a 

primary user and to change the radio parameters to exploit the unused part of the spectrum [9]. 

Spectrum sensing is one of the essential parts of cognitive radio. Spectrum sensing is defined as 

finding the spectrum holes by sensing the radio spectrum in the local neighbourhood of the 

cognitive radio receiver in an unsupervised manner.  The spectrum hole or white space is the 

subbands of spectrum that are not utilized at a particular instant of time and specific geographic 

locations. Spectrum sensing involves detection of spectrum holes, spectral resolution of each 

spectrum hole, estimation of the spatial directions of incoming interferes and signal classification 

[10].  Spectrum sensing provides awareness about the spectrum usage and existences of primary 

users in a geographical area. Spectrum utilization can be improved significantly by allocating the 

unused spectrum by the primary users to secondary users for a particular geographical location 

and for a particular time. The detection of a spectrum hole in a spectrum is a hypothesis testing 

problem. 

 

2.10 Acoustic OFDM 
The word ‘acoustic’ is derived from the Greek word ‘ακουστικός’ and the meaning of acoustic is 

‘of or for hearing/ready to hear’. Acoustics refers to study of sound, its production and 

transmission through medium. Acoustic OFDM is the transmission of the OFDM signal by using 

an acoustic channel. This thesis is mainly focusing on spectrum sensing of OFDM signal.  
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Chapter 3 

3 Detection Methods 

3.1 Introduction  
Detection of a signal is fundamental to design of electronic signal processing systems for 

decision making and information extraction. These electronic signal processing systems include 

radar, communications, sonar, image processing, biomedicine, control and seismology. Some 

examples of signal detection are also as follows, in radar, one need to check whether an aircraft 

is present or not, by producing an electromagnetic pulse. In biomedicine, the aim can be the 

detection of a cardiac arrhythmia.  

The simplest detection is to decide whether the received signal is signal plus noise or noise only 

is present. Such a process is called hypothesis testing problem. The received data is used 

efficiently as much as possible in making our decision and hopefully correct decision is made 

most of the time [11, Chapter 1, page 7]. 

In a simple hypothesis testing problem, the probability density function (PDF) assumed for each 

hypothesis is completely known. Detection is complicated when the PDF has unknown 

parameters. The classical approaches for simple hypothesis testing are based on the Neyman-

Pearson theorem and the Bayesian approach based on the minimization of Bayes risk. Depending 

upon the prior knowledge about probabilities of hypotheses, one can choose the appropriate 

approach for detection of a signal. Normally, sonar and radar systems will employ the Neyman-

Pearson criterion, while communication and pattern reorganization systems employ the Bayes 

approach [11, Chapter 3, page 60]. 

When the PDF have unknown parameters, the design of a good detector is a challenging task and 

of great practical importance. There are many different approaches available when the PDF have 

unknown parameters, such as GLRT, Wald test, marginalization using a prior distribution and 

Rao test [11, Chapter 6, page 186].  
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3.2 ACF 
Hypothesis testing used in biometry, psychology, radar and communications are commonly 

based on correlation based technique. The correlation based technique is useful in estimation of 

various channel properties such as carrier frequency offset and Doppler spread. 

3.2.1 Spectrum Sensing based on Auto correlation 

coefficients 
An OFDM signal consists of sum of narrowband subcarriers that are modulated for example by 

the BPSK or QPSK. Assuming sampling factor of 1 on OFDM signal is constructed by feeding 

   symbols into the IFFT through serial to parallel conversion. The output from the IFFT block 

can be written as  

 ( )  
 

√  
 ∑  ( ) 

(
     

  
)
                          

  
               

Where   ( ), f = 0, 1, 2, 3………     , are the complex BPSK/QPSK input symbols, 

   represents the number of subcarriers in the OFDM system, t is the discrete time index and f is 

the discrete frequency index. The output is converted to serial form by using a parallel to serial 

converter. Next, the last few symbols (called a CP) in the OFDM data block are inserted in front 

of the OFDM data block. Let     be the number of symbols in CP, then     symbols   (   

   ),   (        ), … (     ) are inserted in front of the block to form  OFDM block 

[ (      )….  (     ),  ( ),  ( ),  ( ),…..  (    )]. A transmitted OFDM signal may 

contain several such blocks. Let us assume that the transmitted signal is  ( ). 

The aim is to detect whether the signal is present or not. Consider two hypotheses,    and   , 

     ( )     ( ), 

     ( )     ( )   ( ), 

where  ( ) is the received complex OFDM signal,  ( ) is complex additive white Gaussian 

noise and s(t) is transmitted signal. Invoking the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) under the 

assumption of sufficiently large IFFT size, we have 

 ( )     (     
  )  

 ( )     (     
 )                                                           (3) 

Where   ( ) denotes the Gaussian distribution for complex random variable.  

 

(2) 

(1) 
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Therefore 

    ( )     (    
  ), 

    ( )     (    
    

  ).                                           (4) 

 ( ) is a complex valued signal, i.e.   ( )     ( )       ( ) is a circularly symmetric Gaussian 

random variable. The normalized autocorrelation coefficients for CP-OFDM signal is 

  ( )   [ ( )  (   )]  [ ( )  ( )]  for lags       . 

The hypotheses are  

     (    )    

     (    )                                                              (5) 

Where      
  

      
 
  
 

  
     

      
  

      
 
   

     
 ,      

  
 

   
  . The likelihood ratio test for the 

hypotheses is given as   

       ∏
 (  ( )      ( )   )

 (  ( )      ( )   )

    

    

                                      ( ) 

Here  (  ( )   ( )   )   (  ( )   ( )   ) are the probability densities under each hypothesis, 

Z1, Z2 are two real random vectors from the observations Z1=[ xr(0)xi(0), xr(1)xi(1),………… 

xr(M-1)xi(M-1)],    [  (  )   (  )   (    )  (    )     (      )  (      )], 

where    ( )    ( ) are real and imaginary parts of  ( ). Due to the circular symmetry 

assumption, the zero mean random variable   ( )       ( ) are independent and identically 

distributed. 

 (  ( )   ( )   ⁄ )    
    {  

 
  [ 
   
 ( )     

 ( ) 
   

 ] }

    
  

 (  ( )   ( )   ⁄ )    

    {  
 

 (    
 )
 [ 
   
 ( )       ( )  ( )     

 ( ) 
  
  ] }

    
  √    

 
 

Here   
   (  

     
 )   and   

     
    . Substitute   (  ( )   ( )   )   (  ( )   ( )   ) in 

equation 6  
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       {
  
  

  
  (    

 )
   (

 

(    
 )
 
 

  
 ) ∑ (  

 ( )

    

   

   
 ( ))  

  ∑   ( )  ( )
    
   

(    
 )  
 }

 

 

      

From [5], we can write, 

      

 
     
∑    ( )  (    )     ( )  (    )
   
    

 ̂  
       

              

 
     
∑  ( { ( )  (    })
   
    

 ̂  
       

The above all equations are derived from [6].  

In this thesis, ACF based detector is built on equation 7 from [5].  

        
∑   
(       )

    

     
  ∑      

   
   

             ( ) 

To know more about Ri see the section 3.3. 

3.3 GLRT 
Let x be the received signal which contains the passband signal plus noise or noise only. After 

down conversion i.e. passband to baseband, signal contains an OFDM signal plus noise or noise 

only respectively. We wish to detect whether there is signal plus noise or noise only present [5].  

Consider the hypothesis 

     ( )     ( ), 

     ( )     ( )   ( ), 

Where s is a sequence of K consecutively transmitted OFDM symbols and w is the noise vector 

assumed to be i.i.d.(independent identically distributed) with zero mean symmetric Gaussian 

noise with variance   
 , that is w     (    

  ). Each OFDM data symbol consists of a data 

sequence of length    and CP length     (   ). For the detection of a signal, the receiver can’t 

know exactly when the transmitter has transmitted the signal, i.e. the receiver is not synchronized 

to the transmitted signal/transmitter. Let   be the time when the first sample is observed. That is 

    corresponds to perfect synchronization and     corresponds to a synchronization 

mismatch. The received samples contain a sequence of OFDM symbols, so the detection can 

start within any symbol.  
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It should be useful to consider synchronization mismatch within one OFDM symbol, that 

is            .  To exploit the structure of the received signal, assume that we received K 

OFDM symbols. The received signal x contains a total N number of samples.  Generally the 

detection performance can be improved by increasing K value, but there might a problem with 

Doppler effects and carrier frequency. So our model is mostly useful for moderate values of K. 

Without loss of generality x will be in general contains K+1 OFDM symbols as shown in figure 

5 and also total number of samples as    (     )     [5]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Define the sample value products as  

      
                             (     )     

We know that if                         then     (     )          (     )   

           . If           are independent, then     (     ) and        (     ) are also 

independent. Let us define     as 

    
 

 
 ∑     (     )                           

   

   

 

In this thesis detection of signal is based on Cyclic Prefix-Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Modulation (CP-OFDM). Figure 6 shows absolute normalized autocorrelation coefficients (|Ri|) 

of CP-OFDM. Where   (          ) is delay,    is number OFDM samples 

corresponding to useful symbol length in an ODFM block and Tc is CP length. In figure 6,   =36, 

Td=64, Tc=16. 

Under   , all the averaged sample value products    are identically distributed, but under    

there will be    consecutive values of    that have different distributions than the other    

values. 

 

 

CP Data CP Data CP Data CP CP Data …

… 

Data 

N 

1 2 3 K K+1 

Figure 5: Model for N samples of the received OFDM signal 
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The GLRT can be written as  

             (
   

    
    
  ( |        

    
 )

   
  
  ( |      

 )
), 

Where R= [R0, R1, R2…..        ]
T 

           
 
   (
 ( |       ̂    ̂)

 ( |      ̂)
)  

  
 
 
  

        

 

 

Figure 6: Autocorrelation of CP-OFDM. 

Where  ̂  denotes the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate of parameter  . To estimate ML, 

assume that the variable Ri are approximately independent. The likelihood function can be 

approximated as  

 (         
    
 )  ∏  (          

    
 )
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We assume low SNR and large K, so that Ri is jointly Gaussian by the central limit theorem. 

After simplifications using [5], GLRT can be written as  

     
(∑       

           

   
)       

∑ |    
 

  
 ∑   ̅̅ ̅    |

 
  ∑ |  |

 
        

 
  
 
 
  

                   

where    is the set of consecutive indices for which          for given synchronization 

mismatch. 
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Chapter 4 

4 Implementation  
In this chapter we discuss the implementation of an acoustic OFDM system. We implemented 

the system in Matlab2012a/Simulink.  On the transmitter side, this involves an implementation 

of OFDM modulation, upconversion of the OFDM signal and transmission of the upconverted 

OFDM signal through a loudspeaker. On the receiver side, the transmitted upconverted OFDM 

signal is received through a microphone and down-converted back to baseband signal. The 

implementation is divided in three parts. 

1. OFDM implementation 

2. Frequency conversion 

3. Transmitter and Receiver 

4.1 OFDM implementation  

 

Figure 7:  Acoustic OFDM.  

4.1.1Source/Bernoulli Binary Generator (BBG) 
A source generator is the source which generates random data. If the random data is in digital 

form, it should be more beneficial for binary modulation. For that reason we selected the BBG as 

a source. BBG generates random binary numbers by using Bernoulli distribution. The Bernoulli 

distribution with parameter p produces zero with probability p and one with probability 1-p. 

Figure 8 shows the values of various parameters used for BBG. Here the output samples are 

frame-based samples with Td samples per frame. The output data types are Boolean values for 

simple digital modulation scheme. The number of samples per frame per second are Td*3, here 
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Td is the size of data samples. The multiplication of three with the number of data samples will 

be explained in the modulation section.  

 

Figure 8:  Parameters for the BBG. 

 

4.1.2 Modulation 
The digital modulation schemes have greater capacity to convey large amount of information 

than the analog modulation [12]. During the modulation operation, the binary samples generated 

from the BBG are mapped onto a finite dimensional constellation. In this work, we considered 8-

PSK (phase-shift keying) constellation, which corresponds to mapping of three consecutive BBG 

samples onto a complex value. Note that these complex 8-PSK symbols are sent on different 

subcarriers of an OFDM symbol (frequency domain). The parameters for the modulation block 

and the signal constellation of 8-PSK are shown in Figure 9. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 9: (a) Parameters for 8-PSK modulation and (b) Signal constellation of 8-PSK 
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4.1.3 OFDM Modulation IFFT  
During the OFDM modulation, IFFT is applied on a block of 8-PSK complex symbols. The IFFT 

block converts the frequency domain data back to time domain data. The number of input and 

output samples to IFFT block are Td samples. The parameters for the IFFT block are shown in 

Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Parameters for the IFFT block. 

 

4.1.4 Add CP/Selector 
The selector Simulink block generates the output samples by reordering or selecting certain 

number of input data samples. We use this block for implementation of adding the CP block to 

each OFDM symbol. Figure 11 shows the parameters for the selector Simulink block. 
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Figure 11: Parameters for the Selector block. 

 

4.2 Frequency conversion 
A communication system can be classified into two groups such as baseband system and 

passband system depending on the range of frequencies they use to transmit the information. 

Frequency conversion is an important step in a communication system. In a baseband system, the 

information is transmitted in the baseband without shifting to higher frequencies (upconversion). 

In a passband system, the information signal is shifted to a higher frequency before the 

transmission. On receiver side, the received signal is shifted back to its original frequency (down 

conversion). For radio communication, baseband systems cannot support long distance 

transmission. Figure 12 shows simple upconversion and downconversion of a complex baseband 

signal and a passband signal, respectively. 

Let us consider a complex baseband signal  ( )     ( )       ( ). This signal is upconverted 

using cosine and sine wave by multiplying with real and imaginary parts of the baseband signal, 

respectively. The baseband signal is shifted to a high frequency ‘  ’ and the upconverted signal is 

called a passband signal. The passband signal can be written as 

  ( )   √   ( )    (     )     √   ( )    (     ) 
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Figure 12: Upconversion and Downconversion 

In our system, the passband signal is transmitted through a loudspeaker and received through a 

microphone. The received passband signal is downconverted by using cosine and sine 

waveforms followed by low pass filtering.  

√   ( )    (     )     ( )    
 (     )     ( )    (     )    (     )  

                          ( )    ( )    (     )    ( )    (     ) 

√   ( )    (     )     ( )    
 (     )     ( )    (     )    (     )  

                        ( )    ( )    (     )    ( )    (     ) 

After passing through the low pass filter, the higher frequency components at 2   are eliminated 

and baseband signal is available at the output [13, chapter 2, pages 15-31]. 

4.2.1 UpConversion 
Here baseband OFDM signal is converted to passband signal. Figure 13 shows the upconversion 

in simulink. Initially, the real and imaginary parts of the data from baseband OFDM signal are 

separated. Cosine and sine waveforms are generated and they are multiplied with real and 

imaginary parts of the data, respectively. Finally, both parts are added together to obtain the 

passband signal.  

 

4.2.2 Downconversion 
In the downconversion, passband signal converted back to complex baseband signal. The 

received passband signal is multiplied with cosine and sine waveforms followed by the low pass 

filtering. The low pass filter removes the higher frequency components at 2   and only passes the 

lower frequency signal. Figure 14 shows downconversion in simulink. 
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Figure 13: Upconversion Operation 

 

 

Figure 14: Downconversion Operation 

The setup for generation of sine/cosine waveform is shown in Figure 15. 

 

Sp(t) 
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Figure 15: Parameters for sine/cosine waveform generation.   
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4.3 Transmitter 
In acoustic communication, sound is transmitted through air medium. In our experiment the 

sound is transmitted by audio devices such as speakers. The parameters for the audio device are 

shown in figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: Parameters for Audio devices 

 

4.4 Receiver 
In our experiment, the receiver is a microphone. The passband signal is transmitted by a 

loudspeaker into the air and is received through a microphone. The received passband signal 

passes through a bandpass filter (to eliminate external noise) and converted back to the complex 

baseband signal by downconversion. We apply various detection methods on the received 

baseband signal for detection of an acoustic OFDM signal. The parameters for a microphone are 

similar to those of the speaker. Figure 17 shows the receiver side of the system. 
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Figure 17: Simulink blocks at receiver side 

4. 5 Graphical User Interface 
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) is a pictorial interface to a program and creating a GUI for the 

detection of an acoustic OFDM signal is a part of this master thesis work. The implemented GUI 

consists of the following functionalities. 

  Bandwidth 

  IFFT size 

 CP Length 

 Simulation time 

 Calculate the threshold value 

 ACF and GLRT  threshold value 

 Detection control using ACF and/or GLRT 

 Start and exit buttons  

 Auto correlation graph for received down conversion signal 
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Figure 18 shows the GUI of the detection of acoustic OFDM signals. 

 

Figure 18: GUI for the simulation system 
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Chapter 5 

5 Simulation results 
In this chapter we present the simulation results of the thesis work. We present the results in 

terms of the probability of missed detection (Pmd) versus to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and also 

the probability of detection (Pd) versus the probability of false alarm (PFA).  

5.1 Simulation setup 
The requirements to run the simulations are Matlab-2012 software, a laptop/desktop, set of 

speakers and a microphone. An example setup of the system is shown in the figure 19. The 

experiment is carried out in an enclosed environment and the Doppler effect is ignored here. 

5.2 Calculating SNR 
The performance of the detectors is analyzed as a function of SNR. SNR is the Signal to Noise 

ratio and it is normally expressed in dB. For the spectrum sensing scenario, SNR is low and 

generally the region of interest is -20dB to 2dB. SNR is varied by varying the distance between 

the speakers/audio devices and a microphone. We measured the SNR as follows 

1. Turn off the transmitter and measure the noise power through a microphone. 

2. Turn on the transmitter and transmit the signal from audio devices/speakers, measure the 

signal power through the microphone.  

3. SNR is  

            [
     
  
] 

Where Ps= signal plus noise power, Pn = noise power only 

Power =sum(abs(x).^2))/length(x) , x = signal plus noise/noise only 
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Figure 19  The measurement of the system 
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5.3 Deciding threshold value ‘ ’ for ACF, GLRT 
Spectrum sensing involves the detection of spectrum hole in a spectrum. For detection of 

spectrum hole we need to check that the received signal is signal plus noise or noise only. Based 

upon the threshold value of the detector we can determine the received signal is signal plus noise 

or noise only. For calculating the threshold value of the detector we need to follow these steps. 

1. Setup the simulation system as shown in figure 19. Switch off the speaker/transmitting 

antenna. 

2. Record the surrounding noise. 

3. Apply the detection algorithms GLRT and ACF and save detection values. 

4. Repeat the steps 2 and 3 upto certain number of times. 

5. Sort the detection values and depend on the probability of false alarm value we can 

determine detection value for the algorithms. This value is called threshold value ‘ ’ for 

that detector. 

5.4 Correlation of received signal 
The transmitted OFDM passband signal is received through a microphone and converted back to 

a complex baseband signal. We compute the correlation on the received signal using    

 
 

 
 ∑     (     )                           
   
   . Figure 20 shows an example correlation 

output of the baseband signal with Td=1024, Tc=120, K=100 (number of symbols in the 

average). In the figure 20, Tc samples corresponding to the CP length have larger correlation 

values compared to the other OFDM signal samples.  For perfectly synchronized system  =0 

(implying that higher correlation values appear at the beginning), but in practical systems the 

received signal is delayed and the system delay is also included because of the filter order. Hence 

in the below figure 20, we have   = 140. 
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Figure 20: correlation structure of OFDM signal for the parameters Td=1024, Tc=120, K=100 

 

5.5 Comparisons of Probability of missed 

detection versus SNR 
Figure 21 and 22 show the comparisons of probability of missed detection (Pmd) as function of 

SNR. The SNR is varied from -20dB to 0 dB. The probability of false alarm PFA was fixed to 

0.05. The probability of missed detection is calculated as 1-probability of detection. From figure 

21, we can observe that the GLRT based detector has better performance compared to the ACF 

based detector. In figure 22, we plotted the performance of ACF and GLRT based detectors by 

varying the CP length (Tc) and keeping the IFFT size (Td) fixed. Figure 22 also shows that 

GLRT-based detector has better performance than the ACF-based detector for all the values of 

CP length. When Tc is equal to Td/8 the performance difference between the detectors is reduced 

considerably. 

Nc 

Nd= X+Y 

X Y 
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Figure 21: comparison of ACF and GLRT detections, Td=1024, Tc=120, K=1000, PFA=0.05 

 

Figure 22: comparison of ACF and GLRT by varying the parameter CP length Tc=5/32/128, 

PFA=0.05 
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5.6 Receiver operating characteristics 
Figure 23 and 24 show the comparison of probability of detection as function of probability of 

false alarm rate PFA for different SNR values. For these experiments, the values of Tc=1024, 

Td=120, K=100 are kept constant.  In figure 23 the SNR is -3dB and in figure 24 the SNR is        

-10dB.  The detection performance in figure 23 is better than in figure 24. In both the figures, the 

GLRT-based detector has better performance than the ACF-based detector performance.  

 

 

Figure 23: SNR =-3dB, Td=1024, Tc=120, K=100 
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Figure 24:  SNR =-10dB, Td=1024, Tc=120, K=100 
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Chapter 6 

6 Conclusion and Future work 

6.1 Conclusion 
Cognitive radio is one way of reusing the licensed spectrum in an unlicensed manner, and 

without causing harmful interference to primary users. In this master thesis, we designed an 

acoustic OFDM system and evaluated the detection performances of the detectors [5] and [6]. 

Even though there are different methods for detection of OFDM signal, in this thesis we mainly 

focused on the ACF-based detection and the GLRT-based detection. We compared the 

performance of the two detection methods in terms of probability of missed detection as a 

function of SNR and the receiver operating characteristics curves. From the results obtained in 

this thesis, we conclude that the GLRT-based detector has better performance. 

 

6.2 Future work 
In this thesis all measurements were done in closed environment. In realistic scenarios, 

interferences from the secondary users or neighboring frequency band might affect the detection 

performance. This can be viewed as a possible future work with practical relevance.   

In this thesis only single antenna transmission is considered, multiple antenna transmission is 

another possible future work in this topic. 

In [5] a few approximations were made in the derivation of GLRT detector and [5] also used 

Gaussian approximation via central limit theorem. One can also look at the detector performance 

by not making these approximations.  
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